
Some information that will be useful when you reach Mumbai Airport 

Airport pickup has been arranged by the conference organisers for those of you who have 
opted for it. A person from the car rental company will be waiting outside the arrival gate.  
He will be holding a placard reading "NUFACT10" along with your name. Please reach him. 
He will bring you to your hotel. Please pay INR 1000/- to the driver as airport pickup 
charges, for which you will be given a receipt. If you are sharing the car with another 
delegate, you will be given only one receipt in the name of one of the passengers. 

If you have opted for airport pickup service by the hotel where you are staying, the hotel staff 
with take care of your airport pickup, independent of the conference organisers. 

Those of you who have not opted for either of the above have two options to reach your 
hotels. There are well known car rentals like Hertz, who have their sales points inside the 
airport arrival lounges. Radio cabs like Meru (Phone: 44224422) or Megacab (Phone: 
42424242) are also available at the airport. You can call these numbers from airport public 
phones and avail of their services. 

Alternatively, there are pre-paid taxis for which you pay a fixed fare in the airport, purchase 
your coupon/ticket, exit the terminal and find your designated taxi. The counter for these 
prepaid taxis is inside the arrival terminal, past the Customs and just before the final exit gate 
before you come out into the open. The destination of your taxi will be "Taj President, Cuffe 
Parade" for those of you who are in The Taj President, “Trident, Nariman Point” for those in 
Hotel Trident, “Fariyas, Colaba, near Radio club” for those in Fariyas. These hotels are 
known to the taxi drivers.  

For those who are in the YWCA ("3" in the map), the destination to be mentioned while 
purchasing the taxi ticket is "Regal Cinema" which is the same point that is marked "Police 
Headquarters". The YWCA is adjacent to "St. Anne's School" (not marked in map) and is 
about 100 meters from the "Regal Cinema" and the taxi driver should take you right up to the 
YWCA.  

The map provided alongside in this page might be useful to have in hand - the hotels are 
marked as 1, 2, 3 and 4. Also the major landmarks nearby, which will be known to all taxi 
drivers, are shown. The road marked with blue arrows is the route of the TIFR run buses, that 
run at fixed times. Timings chart of TIFR run buses is also embedded in the map. 



 


